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Chapter 2: Export promotion agencies and the activities in support of trade and 

investment. 

2.1. Export promotion agencies 

Export promotion agencies (EPAs) have the objective to help (potential) exporters 

find markets for their products as well as provide them with a better understanding 

of products demanded in different export markets. Their services classified, 

according to Lederman, Olarreaga & Payton, into country image building, export 

support services, marketing, market research and publications. 

 They exist due to the economic justification of the asymmetric information 

and other market failures. Since private firms alone will not provide foreign market 

information, for companies will think twice before doing a research and marketing 

moves that can also benefit their competitors. The same applies to first time 

exporters who have taken a considerable risk being the first ones of their market. 

The market uncertainty when trading across border to different markets with 

different legislations proposed as a theory behind it. To this intent, the government 

with the public sector has become involved in the export promotion business in 

order to prevent the previous market failures to take place. 

 The justification for the existence of the EPAs can only be sustainable if the 

cost sustained to maintain the EPA are significantly smaller than the benefits 

obtained. During the examinations made by Lederman, Olarreaga & Payton, the 

consequential evidence suggested that on ordinary EPAs have a helpful and 

statistically substantial influence on national exports. There is similarity through the 

stages of development, as the effectiveness of the EPA monotonically intensifies 

with GDP per capita. 

 It is important to note what works and what does not in an EPA, on one hand 

investment promotion appears to work in developed countries. Nevertheless, when 

it comes to the developing countries, such as Mexico, a different set of rules apply. 

For example, investment promotion may be more important in the developing world 

where information is more difficult to access. On the other hand, investment 

promotion may be ineffective due to deficiencies of the business environment or 
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superfluous if low labor costs alone are powerful enough to attract foreign investors. 

The study Export promotion agencies: Do they work? Determined the following 

conclusions: 

 Our estimates suggest that today’s EPAs are effective in terms of having an 

impact on national exports. 

 On average, exports increase with EPAs’ budgets. 

 Those EPAs should have a large share of the executive board in the hands of 

the private sector, but they should also have a large share of public sector 

funding. 

 A single and strong EPA should be preferred to the sometimes-observed 

proliferation of agencies within countries. 

 Results suggested that EPAs should focus on non-traditional exports or have 

some broad sector orientation. 

 EPAs should focus on large firms that are not yet exporters. 

A different study done by The World Bank Development Research Group Trade 

Team on August 2007. Brought out new evidence of the EPAs work and efficiency.  

Their analysis result proposed that the investment promotion might be a viable 

policy choice for developing countries with a sound business climate who wants to 

attract FDI. The results confirmed the opinion that the agencies’ features matter. In 

addition, the subunits of ministries tended to be less effective in attracting FDI than 

agencies with more autonomous status, which backs up the results obtained by 

Lederman, Olarreaga & Payton. 

 

2.2. ProMéxico: presentation of the government organization 

ProMéxico is one of the main Mexican institutions dedicated to the care of the 

relationships with foreign companies. It deals with providing support to exporting 

companies and to attract investment into the country. To support the international 

attractiveness of the country and the industry, the government has launched ProMéxico, 

a government agency responsible for strengthening the participation of Mexico in the 

international economy.  
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The institution supports the export activity of companies that have established 

themselves in the country and coordinate the necessary actions to attract foreign direct 

investment in Mexico. ProMéxico collects all the actors involved in an investment 

project: industry groups, research institutes, government institutions and international 

organizations. Thus classified as an Export Promotion Agency (EPA).  

It focuses mainly on infrastructure, equipment, technology transfer and the 

development of human capital. Since its creation, it has launched 1,087 projects, which 

attracted 13.05 billion U.S. dollars of foreign direct investment and helped create more 

than 52.930 jobs since 2012. Its headquarters are in Mexico City. Its organizational 

structure is shown in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17: The organizational structure of ProMéxico  

 

2.2.1 Objectives 

It has the following objectives: 

 Promote Mexican products and services in the international market. 

 To promote attraction of foreign investment. 

 Contribute to the coordination of all federal government strategies to encourage 

overseas business. 
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2.2.2 Activities 

Its task is to bring the company including complex linking them to public or private 

organizations and academia, among others, with the specific objectives that are usually 

relative to the project. It also increases the activities aimed to present an overview of the 

business and international trade. Moreover, it aims to encourage companies in strategic 

sectors to reach international markets and promote the country's image. It facilitates the 

increase or the attractiveness of a project, both for export, FDI or internationalization, 

through incentives, study or open markets.  

It assists clients to achieve a specific goal, through training, personal assistance or 

advice. ProMéxico has also created a map of investments in the country, to illustrate the 

opportunities offered by each State and facilitate the process of choosing a location. 

Through the Mexico Investment Map
1
, the information about the competitive advantages, 

the offers of infrastructure, human capital and demographic components and the presence 

of strategic industries and industrial parks are organized to allow easy reading and targeted 

searches. There is also a tool to carry out targeted searches, which allows companies to 

filter out those features that meet their needs, such as the need to situate itself in a border 

town, or to dispose of a seaport or rail service.
2
 

 

2.2.3 Services 

ProMéxico also offers free consulting services to companies since it is a 

government agency under the Ministry of Economy. It provides information for companies 

wishing to establish in Mexico or in the early stages of their investment projects. It offers 

support to companies interested in investing in the country through specialized counseling 

that accompanies investors during the development of their investment projects.  

It is the personal agent of investors in the country. Its mission is to ensure that every 

business experience in Mexico to become a success. This is the reason why ProMéxico 

provides permanent consulting for companies that are already established and want to 

expand their operations. 

                                                           
1 http://mim.promexico.gob.mx/wb/mim/inicio 
2 http://mim.promexico.gob.mx/wb/mim/filtro_ciudades 

http://mim.promexico.gob.mx/wb/mim/inicio
http://mim.promexico.gob.mx/wb/mim/filtro_ciudades
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Although it does not dispense any funding for projects in the country, ProMéxico is 

well seen as a strategic partner. Not only is able to provide advice on the compatibility of 

the various states with their specific business needs, but also allows you to set up a meeting 

between companies and local government agents, in order to assess more specifically 

investment opportunities. 

 

2.2 ProMéxico’s support of investment projects in the automotive industry: success 

cases. 

2.2.1 The Automotive Industry in Mexico 

The Mexican auto industry looks mature and growing. The recent evolution of 

MAIT (Mexican Automotive Industry Terminal) represented by Figure 16, its rapid 

recovery from the effects of the crisis, its exports, the permanent flow of investments 

and the expansion of its production capacity, demonstrate how this sector in Mexico is 

one of the most dynamic and competitive in the world. The automotive industry is the 

strongest in Mexico, contributes to its competitiveness, and represents the growing 

capacity of the country.  

Foreign companies with seven major international Original Equipment 

Manufacturers (OEM’s) present and over a thousand suppliers of car parts dominate the 

automotive sector in Mexico. The sector is highly integrated which incorporates the 

smaller assembly operations to providers of Tier 3. The most important OEM already 

operating in Mexico, are currently developing new processes: engineering, design, and 

testing and R & D. The automobile production led by these industries creates an ideal 

environment for international suppliers of auto parts type Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3, the 

majority of which are located near the OEM manufacturers. They are mainly located in 

areas of the country in manufacturing vocation.  

The settlement in Mexico of many individuals in the automotive and components 

has given rise to a specialization geographical / sector: 

 Northwest Region (Baja California, Baja California Sur, Sonora, Sinaloa and 

Durango): 70 firms present specialized in the production of components and 

systems for air conditioning, heating the car, interior, accessories for motor vehicles 

and electrical systems. 
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 Northeast Region (Coahuila, Chihuahua, Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas): 198 

manufacturing plants present in specialized plastic components, electrical parts, and 

engine parts. The region of the northeast is the most important industrial cluster. 

 Central Region (Aguascalientes, San Luis Potosi, Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas): 

142 plants specialized in the production of auto parts (OEM and aftermarket), 

electrical components, printed, brakes, rubber products, engine parts and 

transmission systems for motor vehicles. 

 Southeast Region (State of Mexico, Mexico City, Morelos, Veracruz, Tlaxcala, 

Yucatan, Puebla and Hidalgo): 101 plants specialized in the production of 

accessories, seats, climate control systems, internal components, systems, electrical, 

and suspension. 

 

Figure 18: Geographical distribution of cars establishments in Mexico. 

 

The Mexican automotive industry must respond to the growing international 

standards of safety and quality. To maintain the positions acquired and possibly 

Source: PwC 2012 
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strengthen them, car manufacturers present in Mexico ask suppliers for components 

higher standards also from the environmental point of view.  

The United States is the target market for manufacturers of vehicles in Mexico. The 

profile of the U.S. consumer is changing and growing demand for smaller vehicles with 

lower fuel consumption. Italian companies have comparative advantages in the 

production of components that had better meet the recent demand changes registered in 

the U.S. market.  

The major components manufacturers have opened plants near car manufacturers 

and offer more and more often, the car manufacturers, the sharing of logistics platforms. 

The process of consolidating international supplier of auto parts for original equipment 

has accelerated sharply in recent years and in Mexico there are 89 of the top 100 global 

manufacturers in the industry. 

 

Figure 19: Mexico: light vehicle production, 2005-2016 (million units) 

The automotive sector 

makes Mexico a great business 

partner, as it is the fifth largest 

exporter of vehicles in the world 

and the ninth producer globally, 

thanks to the assembly enterprises 

in Mexico, which helped to 

achieve the highest volume of 

exports for the country, which is 

equivalent to twice the sum of that of Brazil and India. In the production has reached a 

historic level with 2.5 million units in 2011, according to forecasts, by 2016 production will 

reach 3.9 million units, as shown in Figure 19.  

The automotive industry is the largest export business in Mexico, with a share of 

22.5% in exports and a value of $ 60 billion/year. It has contributed to 4% of GDP and 

17.2% of manufacturing GDP in 2012. Mexico is a strategic supplier to the automotive 

markets of North America and Latin America: a car on six that is exported to the United 

Source: ProMéxico Source: ProMéxico 2012 
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States is produced in the country, and 11% of light vehicles and cars sold in the United 

States are produced in Mexico.  

In addition, more than 48 models of light vehicles produced in Mexico and the 

presence of three of the five major assemblers in Mexico has achieved a historical record 

for their production in 2011, which shows the importance of this sector. It should be noted 

that 90 of the top 100 companies of automotive components in the world have production 

activities in the country. Mexico is ranked as the third destination of investments in the 

automotive industry worldwide, with $ 5.6 billion received during the period 2007-2010, 

which places it over Japan, Argentina and other countries such as Brazil, Russia, India and 

China (BRIC). 

 

Figure 20: Mexico: light vehicle production by company, 2009 -2011 

(Thousands of units) 

 

In total , as can be seen from Figure 20 , there are eight manufacturers of light 

vehicles, ten manufacturers of heavy vehicles and nearly 1,100 auto parts manufacturers, of 

which over 300 are first-tier suppliers . In addition, 84 of the major auto parts companies in 

the world have a manufacturing presence in Mexico. Among the 1,350 suppliers located in 

Source: ProMéxico 2012 
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Mexico, 30% are locals. Their long-term experience has established and operates a general 

dynamism typical of the country. 

Although the number of rivals in the manufacturing sector is relatively high, the key 

players are General Motors, Nissan and Volkswagen. They account for 94 % of total 

production, 93 % of exports and 76% of sales on the domestic market. Some manufacturers 

have recently joined the market with investments, such as: Volvo, Renault, Mazda, Isuzu 

and Land Rover. Among the most important companies in the field of auto parts present in 

Mexico: Bosch, Denso, Dephi, Magna, Visteon, Eaton, Valeo, Bridgestone/Firestone, 

Johnson Controls, Michelin, Aisin Seiki, Goodyear, Lear, ThyssenKrupp, Faurecia, 

Siemens, San Luis Rassini Metalsa Brembo. 

The automotive sector contributes to the wealth of the country; it also highlights the 

ability of competitiveness of Mexico. It has benefited the economy in terms of human 

capital, GDP, exports and foreign direct investment. It is responsible for occupation of 

15.9% of the workforce. It has also generated considerable technological capabilities and 

has received a substantial amount of foreign direct investment; Mexico is the third largest 

country in FDI attraction in the automotive industry. Mexican automotive industry have 

also been granted numerous Shingo Prizes (equivalent of the Nobel Prize for 

entrepreneurs), which stands as a visible recognition, international, successful in the 

industry. Today, Mexico is the tenth world power in the production of automobiles and the 

fourth as a manufacturer of heavy vehicles. Much of Made in Mexico is directed to 

international markets. In 2010, the United States bought about 70% of Mexican exports in 

the sector, while Latin America has absorbed 10% of Mexican exports.  
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Figure 21: Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in Mexico for OEM, 2008-2012 (millions 

of dollars) 

Company 2008-09 2010 2011 2012 
Cumulative 

FDI 
Investments in evidence 

Nissan  600 328 2,000 2,928 

Third plant in Mexico. 

Production of 50,000 

units in Aguascalientes 

(Micra-March) 

Daimler 

Trucks 
300    300 

Plant for the production 

of 30,000 commercial 

vehicles. 

General 

Motors 
300 1,360 540  4,100 

Cadillac SRX + Captiva 

Sport (Saturn Value 

Hybrid) + Engine Plant. 

Volkswagen 1,000 550 400  2,000 
Second structure (New 

Jetta A&) 

Ford 1,600   1300 2,900 Lincoln MKZ and Fusion 

Chrysler-

Fiat 
500    500 FIAT 500 & Fiat Ducato 

Honda   800  800 

Fuel-efficient cars. It will 

produce 200,000 vehicles 

per year. 

Mazda   500  500 Mazda 2 + Mazda 3 

Total 3,700 2,510 2,568 2,000 1,4128  
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2.1.1 Investment Opportunities 

The investments are aimed at activities that involve higher levels of skills such as 

design, engineering and R & D. The economic, operational and strategic positives have 

encouraged the auto companies to invest in the creation of more high-tech centers and in 

putting together large groups of engineering in Mexico. ProMéxico has estimated the 

market opportunities in processes with lack of presence in Mexico shown in Figure 18. 

71% of the total demand processes are imported, so there investment opportunities for 

foreign companies. Some of the processes with the highest demand are: molding, casting, 

forging and machining. 

A study by KPMG, Guide to International Business Location 2008 places Mexico as 

a leader in the production of automotive components. The study Manufacturing 

Outsourcing Cost Index 2009 compiled by Alix Partners, confirms the competitiveness of 

the country: if in 2005 the ranking based on the production costs could see China as the 

cheapest country followed by India, Mexico in third place, Brazil and the United States, the 

ranking of 2008 assigns the first place to Mexico, followed by India, China, USA and 

Brazil. In accordance to the McKinsey study, Offshoring - Onshore: Exploring Mexico 

Manufacturing Advantage of the productivity gap between the U.S. and Mexico, in terms of 

self-assembled per unit time, it was reduced to 15% in 2005 and 8% in 2007. The Toyota 

plant in Tijuana in 2008 won the JD Power Gold Plant Quality Award. 

The Government, the various academic institutions and industry work together to 

create the right synergies for creating collaborative links that allow the national automotive 

industry to continue the excellent positioning as a leader manufacturing. Indeed, there are 

universities with programs focusing on production, innovation and design of this sector.  
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Below, a list of funding linked to sectorial studies of R & D Staff: 

 Centro Regional de Ingeniería de General Motors (Toluca, Estado de 

México) 

 Centro de Ingeniería y Diseño Automotriz de Chrysler (Ciudad de México) 

 Centro Técnico de Delphi (Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua) 

There are also scientific and academic sector institutions, such as: 

 Centro de Desarrollo de la Industria Automotriz en México 

 Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey (campus 

Monterrey) 

 Fundación México-Estados Unidos para la Ciencia 

 Universidad de las Américas Puebla 

 

The Mexican automotive industry is one of the largest employers in the country. 

Over 1 million employees work in the automotive industry, with 433,000 employees in the 

components sector, 83,000 in the distribution, 167 thousand employees in remittances-

retail-stores and 322 thousand in the service centers. 

To build a car it takes about 15 thousand components. The automakers Mexican 

produce only a part of the overall requirements of components. Therefore, there are many 

niche markets that may be interesting for the Italian auto parts as shown in Figure 22.  
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Figure 22: Domestic Production and Market Opportunities in the components sector 

  

Investment opportunities with regard to the application process devoid of the supply chain 

can be seen in the graph below, as well as the market in billion representing these sectors as 

shown in Figure 23.  

Source: ProMéxico 2012 
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Figure 23: Absent processes in the supply chain 

 

 

There are other specific industrial processes that are in demand from the automotive 

industry in Mexico, highlighted in Figure 24, and therefore represent investment 

opportunities for Italian companies and components. In this phase, the Mexican automotive 

industry imports radio, electrical conductors and wiring, brake pipes, fiber optic, car 

carpets, trailers and semitrailers. Domestic demand for automotive products in Mexico is 

strong enough, compared to similar countries; it is four times higher in Mexico. 

  

Source: ProMéxico 2012 
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Figure 24: Processes of low production or non-existent in the Mexican automotive 

supply chain  

Process Process 

Parts of cold and hot forging Exterior chrome plating plastic  

Plastic extrusion with metal inserts Sintering of high volume 

Flocking finishing Molds and die sets for body parts 

Die-cast aluminum greater than 450 tons progressive dies 

High-strength steel Production of molds for plastics 

stainless steel Production of molds for die casting 

Steel Castings Fiberglass parts 

Stainless Steel Castings Blow molding (with or without paint) 

Precision molding Assembly or production of sensors and 

electronic components 

Deep stamping  

 

2.1.2 Opportunities and threats of the sector 

Opportunities 

 Ability to diversify export destinations, in order to reduce dependence on the North 

American market. 

 Improving quality of service costs of distributors and distribution channels. 

 Control input for used cars. 

 New regulations against pollution, in an attempt to reduce the current levels of 

environmental impact. 

 Identified new market niches throughout the value chain of the industry. 

 Improvement or increase in the availability of skilled technicians and professionals, 

through programs that attract students better prepared to the professional disciplines 

closer to the automotive industry. 

 Elimination or significant reduction of all types of vehicle theft. 
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 The installed capacity is large and continues to grow, because of long-term 

investment programs of the big multinational manufacturers operating in Mexico. 

 Presence of thirteen large clusters of service providers to the terminal of the 

automotive industry, distributed in the central and northern part of the country 

 These clusters have a significant base of local and international suppliers with long 

experience in the production of parts, components, original equipment and spare 

parts. 

 Skilled labor at relatively low cost. 

 High-tech production lines, with the flexibility needed for simultaneous assembly of 

different models. 

 Production systems that operate with quality standards higher compared to those of 

competitors in Latin America and Asian countries such as China and India. 

 Increasing number of technology centers and engineering. 

 Benefits derived from commercial treaties signed with the United States and 

Canada, the European Union, Japan and other countries of Latin America. 

 Very advantageous geographical position, which favors exports to the U.S. markets, 

with substantial timesaving in transport costs. 

 Development, production and distribution with a lower environmental impact. 

Threats 

 Decline in demand for cars and vehicles in the United States. 

 Persistent weakness in domestic consumption. 

 Protectionist tendencies and indiscriminate use of non-tariff barriers in some Latin 

American countries. 

 Failure of federal programs for the promotion of sales of automobiles. 

 Progressive and indiscriminate import of used cars. 

 Negative effects on consumer preferences resulting from the activities of organized 

crime. 

 Precarious financial situation of some manufacturers. 

 Operational structures large with significant direct costs. 

 Growing weakness of the internal market over the past two years. 
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 Limited availability of domestic supplies of auto parts and some specialized 

components. 

 Limited availability of skilled technicians of high-level officials from Mexican 

universities public or private. 

 

2.1.3 Success cases 

ProMéxico plays a vital role as it supports the export activity and helps to attract 

foreign direct investment, and most importantly, provides assistance in project 

management, consultancy and related services and support. In addition, ProMéxico 

launched a joint program with the Automotive Industry Action Group, to propose the 

formation at the international level for local suppliers.  

In terms of performance, the automobile industry has been the most successful 

group for the government agency that has attracted $ 4.48 billion foreign direct investment 

across 38 projects started from 2012. 

 

2.1.3.1 Pirelli 

Pirelli is the fifth largest tire manufacturer in the world in terms of revenues. It 

operates in the design, development, production and marketing of tires for cars, motorbikes, 

buses, Lorries, trucks, agricultural and earth moving machines.  

Pirelli Tyre focuses in particular on premium, which is, high-performance, high-

tech, used among other things in sports events such as Formula 1, Rally and Superbike.  

Pirelli arrived in Mexico in 1998 with a commercial presence, and then decided to 

build a factory in Silao, in the state of Guanajuato, in 2010. The plant was built in a short 

time, with the production of the first tire in March 2012. The investment is $ 300 million 

between 2011 and 2015, and the project, with the addition of other investments, aiming to 

arrive at full capacity in 2017, with a production of 5.5 million tires a year with 1,400 direct 

employees.  

With the Project Speed Racer begins the production of premium tires car meant for 

all NAFTA countries. In the U.S., in particular, in the space of just six months, the Mexican 

production has come to represent 30% of the imports of Pirelli. 
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In an interview, Dr. Paolo Ferrari, Pirelli NAFTA Region CEO commented that: 

"The project is a great success story from the point that the dialogue with the 

institutions, whether Federal, both the State of Guanajuato, is steady and profitable. 

Access to credit is great and the tax systems and regulations do not appear too 

complex. Pirelli has found a good level of schooling in the labor force Mexican ... 

The story of Pirelli Mexico is in fact positive in every aspect and having a factory in 

the country helps to strengthen our brand. Today, Mexico is a strategic reality for 

Pirelli, a reality in which we believe and we are investing. " 

 

The contributions provided by ProMéxico to Pirelli were as follows: 

 Federal Support to select the state best suited to specific needs 

 Technical support from ProMéxico 

 Support of the Federal Ministry of Labor for the definition of the Contract Labor 

 State support to select Industrial Park and soil 

 State support for personnel selection (database workforce profiles suited to our 

requirements), completing paperwork (support and facilities for the various permits 

required, from construction to production), signed with the Universities, support for 

homes, schools and hospitals 

 Various concessions in the Industrial Park of Puerto Interior (offices, utilities 

temporary pending final contracts with state-owned companies, ...) 

 Federal funding by ProMéxico 

 Direct and indirect financing of the State of Guanajuato 

 

2.1.3.2 Lupini Targhe 

Lupini Targhe is one of the leading suppliers in the automotive industry that designs 

and manufactures decorative elements aluminum, emblems made of aluminum and plastic 

caps, lettering chrome plastic and interior trim in aluminum. Has customers distributed on 4 

continents and 30 nations, and is present with offices in Italian, Spain, England, Germany, 

the United States and now also in Mexico with a new production unit and a new structure 

of 8,000 square meters inaugurated in 2005 in Puebla, Mexico; with an investment totaling 

21 million of dollars and more than 300 employees. All this allowed that the Group falls 
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within among the first suppliers of aesthetic components in of chromium-plated plastic of 

Mexico.  

The choice to invest in Mexico born from the necessity to be more present on at 

least two continents to be able to maintain market share, increases of turnover and 

marginality. 

In an interview to Dr. Vanessa Zaniboni, Chief Executive Officer of the Group Lupini and 

to Dr. Luigi Girsa, CFO of the Group Lupini, commented that: 

"In Based on our experience, the state of Puebla is great from the point of view from 

the security, transport and infrastructures. In about resources to human Mexican, 

you can find excellent technicians. In addition, the degree of satisfaction expressed 

maximum regarding our relationships with suppliers and customers in Mexico. In 

concerning the investment, we found a return from the investment that you is 

realized in terms shorter than in the expected, the ease of finding new customers, 

new outlets and the results obtained not only under the numerical profile, but also in 

terms of new typologies of product, the degree of satisfaction and maximum ... " 

 

For Lupine Group there are as of today plans relating to the construction of a plant 

in the chrome plating in line that will allow the group to become the most important 

structure of South America and of Mexico. 

 

ProMéxico assisted the consolidated investment with the purchase of land for the expansion 

of the plant in Puebla, the purchase and installation of four new production lines, in 

particular: 

 Molded plastic 

 Chrome 

 Painting and court 

 Molded aluminum  

 

The contributions provided by ProMéxico to Lupini Targhe were the following: 

 Supporting government procedures and management. Monitoring and guidance the 

Mother House of Lupini in Italy. 
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 Presentation of the company with Conalep to satisfy their need for personal research 

and training qualified. 

 Participation in seminars and high-level events (Formula One, visit of the Secretary 

Bruno Ferrari in Italy.) 

 Presentation of market information and visits to companies in Mexico 

 Meeting with the Director General of ProMéxico to monitor their project of re-

investment and future projects in Mexico. 

 

2.2 Conclusions 

The opportunities that attract companies in the country are solid and very real and 

arise through the data previously presented by this publication. Care has been taken, to try 

to show how Mexico is not only the Mayans, the fiesta and the sombrero, but as a country, 

it is an opportunity for serious investment, progress and technology, which is the reason the 

automotive industry, was chosen. It is also notorious the strength of the reputation of Italian 

in Mexico, the Made in Italy and its excellent quality of products and services.  

The Mexican economy, whose GDP is growing by about 3% per year, is only 

waiting for the next entrepreneur or corporate group that decides to accept the challenge of 

internationalization. Has the desire to be fascinated by this wonderful country, both to 

establish itself in the domestic market, either to access the North American market and that 

of Latin America.  

The opportunity is there for those who want to take it, for the entrepreneur who has 

the courage to get out of the comfort zone of the company. I remember an ancient Roman 

saying: Si sedes non is. Written on the access to Villa Palombara’s magic door in Piazza 

Vittorio in Rome translated; it means that anyone who sits does not go ahead, read 

backwards (Se non sedes is) means that those who do not sit goes on. The same applies for 

companies, who are not internationalizing, seeking new markets and new opportunities, and 

remain closed to the opportunities beyond, it cannot go ahead and the first crisis that will 

happen in the future it will be able to take away. 

  




